Inside Glamour’s Girls Of The Yr After-Get Together

It was a magical night time celebrating the *Glamour* Girls of the Yr class of 2022, comprising Angela Bassett, Dr. Rebecca Gomperts, Jennifer Hudson, Shannon Watts, Aurora James, and Haim, and when the awards ceremony got here to an in depth yesterday (although you may nonetheless watch), the celebration continued. In collaboration with cocktail lounge Ophelia and Moët Hennessy, *Glamour* relocated to the trendy bar positioned in Manhattan’s Midtown East neighborhood for an evening of spectacular 360-degree skyline views, progressive drinks, and an evening of feeling, effectively, glamorous.

Since 1990, *Glamour* has honored the world’s most extraordinary girls—and the signature cocktails had been nothing wanting recognizing the trailblazers and rule breakers who’ve outlined this yr.

Under, see pics from the after-party following the *Glamour* Girls of the Yr awards and take a look at Ophelia at 3 Mitchell Place and at opheliany.com.